Jardine Schindler stands for mobility. Mobility needs experts.
Join our team in Hong Kong.

Founded in Switzerland in 1874, the Schindler Group is a leading global provider of elevators, escalators, and related services. Schindler mobility solutions move one billion people every day all over the world. Behind the company’s success are over 60,000 employees in more than 100 countries.

Schindler Lifts (Hong Kong) Ltd is wholly owned by Jardine Schindler Group, a Joint Venture between Jardine Matheson, one of Asia’s foremost trading houses and Schindler Group of Switzerland, Europe’s premier lift and escalator company. We design, install, maintain and modernize any types of lift, escalator or passenger conveyor in South East Asia and Hong Kong.

We are looking for young talent to join our team.
- Project Engineer
- Sales Engineer
- Repair Sales Engineer
- Assistant Engineer, Engineering processing
- Services Engineer
- Assistant Layout Engineer – AutoCAD

Do you want to move the future with us?
Please kindly let Winnie Leung – Winnie.leung@schindler.com / Mobile (852) 92510353 know if you are interested & share your contact (email/WhatsApp/phone) for a confidential discussion. Share your contact (email/WhatsApp/phone) for a confidential discussion.
Project Engineer - New Installation

Mobility is the goal

- Responsible for project planning and coordination of lift and escalator installation works on quality and safety standards in designated sites
- Regularly report projects status and highlight potential problems
- Participate in the site activities such as site coordination with architects, consultants, builders, and site supervisors, etc.
- Ensure timely submission of drawings for approval and coordinate materials handling, storage and distribution
- Report unsafe site conditions
- Liaise with site supervisors and subcontractors for site arrangements
- Follow up the responsible projects quality issues

Mobility needs you

- Degree in Mechanical / Electrical Engineering or related disciplines
- 1+ year of relevant experience, preferably in the Elevator and Escalator industry
- Good communication, interpersonal and analytical skills
- Able to work under pressure and adapt to fast-paced working environment
- Good command of written & spoken English and Chinese
- Recent graduate will also be considered
Sales Engineer - Modernization

Mobility is the goal

- Work closely with sales engineering team in cost estimates, preparation of quotation as well as other tender documents
- To work with the other team members and fulfilment team in achievement of department targets for Modernisation sales volume and profit growth, portfolio recovery, etc.
- To liaise with customers, suppliers, Branch & Service Operation Manager as well as Field Supervisors and handle enquiries related to Modernisation issues whenever necessary
- To collect market intelligence, perform market analysis and assist the Senior Sales Manager, Modernization in devising effective sales strategies

Mobility needs you

- Degree in Mechanical, Electrical or Building Services Engineering or related disciplines
- Previous Lift/Escalator/Engineering background in Sales, project management or technical field are mostly welcomed
- Candidate interested in develop the career in sales and had participated in tender preparation, direct customer contacts, contractual deals and negotiation will be considered
- Excellent presentation, communication and negotiation skills • Self motivated and strong drive in target achievement
- Sensitive & proactive in responding to market change
- Detailed on figure interpretation
- Well versed in spoken and written Chinese and English
- Proficiency in MS Applications and solid working knowledge in SAP will be an asset
Services Engineer - Maintenance

**Mobility is the goal**

- Assist in providing support for the Branch Operation
- Handle customers’ enquiries and foster relationship management by attending visits and client meetings
- Assist in ensuring the performance on lift and escalator maintenance & major repairs within the assigned portfolio
- Prepare the general and ad hoc reports and analysis for customers and internal review, and follow up site performance such as field technical support
- To ensure the technical and legal compliance of our inspection, repairs and special maintenance and monitor the quality performance through the Quality Feedback system
- Assist in monitoring the spare parts consumption

**Mobility needs you**

- Degree in Mechanical, Electrical or Building Services Engineering or related disciplines
- Previous Lift/ Escalator/ Engineering background in Sales, project management or technical field are mostly welcomed
- Excellent presentation, communication and negotiation skills
- Well versed in spoken and written Chinese and English
Assistant Engineer/ Engineer - Engineering Process (New Installation)

**Mobility is the goal**

- Prepare tender cost estimates and order preparation
- Ensure all tender cost estimates are issued in line with target dates
- Ensure that all ordering tasks are prepared and issued in line with target dates
- Define the specification of lift to suit the clients' requirements in accordance with Schindler Elevator System Standards (ESS), Group Product Lines and also International & Local Elevator and Escalator Standards
- Perform elevator calculations using the company approved tools e.g. car weight / machine guidewire

**Mobility needs you**

- Degree in Mechanical / Electrical Engineering or related disciplines
- 1+ year of relevant experience, preferably in the Elevator and Escalator industry
- Good communication, interpersonal and analytical skills
- Able to work under pressure and adapt to fast-paced working environment
- Good command of written & spoken English and Chinese
- Recent graduate will also be considered
Repair Sales Engineer
Mobility is the goal

- Assist in preparing tender documents according to specifications before submission
- Handle existing clients and develop new prospects for our maintenance and repair works
- Strong desire to build extensive client network, generate sales and maintain good customer relationships
- Understand the customer's needs and give professional technical advices to the customers
- Handle customer and internal staff (Operation Manager & Supervisors) enquiries related to fixed and repair issues whenever necessary
- Accompany Sales Manager / Assistant Sales Manager to conduct customer visits

Requirements

Mobility needs you

- Degree in engineering or related disciplines
- Relevant experience in the Lifts and Escalators industry, with experience in service operation is an added advantage
- Highly motivated, self-driven, aggressive with good interpersonal skills and able to work under pressure
- Excellent communication and presentation skills
- Good knowledge of MS Office application software
- Good command of spoken and written English and Chinese
- Fresh graduate and sales oriented are also welcome
Assistant Layout Engineer/Design Engineer

Mobility is the goal

- Assist in preparing tender documents according to specifications before submission
- Handle existing clients and develop new prospects for our maintenance and repair works
- Strong desire to build extensive client network, generate sales and maintain good customer relationships
- Understand the customer’s needs and give professional technical advices to the customers
- Handle customer and internal staff (Operation Manager & Supervisors) enquiries related to fixed and repair issues whenever necessary
- Accompany Sales Manager / Assistant Sales Manager to conduct customer visits

Requirements

Mobility needs you

- Degree in Engineering or equivalent
- Knowledge in AutoCAD is a must
- Works accurately.
- Execution orientation by leading a small team.
- Works independently.
- Proficiency in Microsoft Office, and hands-on experience in SAP is a must